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Abstract
Plasma-based accelerators have achieved tremendous progress in the past few decades, thanks to
the advances of high power lasers and the availability of high-energy and relativistic particle beams.
However, the electrons (or positrons) accelerated in the plasma wakefields are subject to radiation
losses, which generally suppress the final energy gains of the beams. In this paper, radiation reaction
in plasma-based high-energy accelerators is investigated using test particle approach. Energy-
frontier TeV colliders based on a multiple stage laser-driven plasma wakefield accelerator and a
single-staged proton-driven plasma wakefield accelerator are studied in detail. The results show
that the higher axial and transverse field gradients seen by an off-axis injected witness beam
result in a stronger damping force on the accelerated particles. Proton-driven plasma wakefield
accelerated electrons are shown to lose less energy compared to those accelerated in a multi-staged
laser-driven plasma wakefield accelerator.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The plasma-based accelerators have made enormous progress over the last decades.
Specifically, the laser-plasma wakefield accelerators (LWFA) are able to produce the shot-
to-shot stable and high quality quasi-monoenergetic electron beam up to GeV in centimeter
long plasma through self-injection [1–9]. With the recent demonstration of a 4.25 GeV beam
in a 9 cm long capillary plasma cell [10] and the successful coupling of two LWFA stages [11],
it is natural to think about the future compact and high energy accelerator based on LWFA
scheme [12]. However, there are three common factors which limit the energy gain for the
LWFA based accelerators. They are phase dephasing, laser depletion and laser diffraction.
To be specific, the relativistic witness electrons outrun the plasma wave and get out of
the accelerating phase, and stop gaining further energy. Such dephasing can be mitigated
by adopting a longitudinal plasma gradient [13, 14]. Furthermore, the energy of the laser
depletes while driving a plasma wave, which therefore limits the driver’s ability to sustain
the plasma wave over a longer distance. The third restriction is laser diffraction, which is
similar to the expansion of an electron or proton bunch during their evolution. Fortunately,
in the case of a discharged capillary, the laser pulse can be guided over longer distances [15].
Such guiding succeeds when the relativistic self-focusing [16] compensates the diffraction of
the laser.
Currently, intensities up to 1022 W/cm2 are available in tabletop lasers at their focal
spots [17] but can be potentially boosted to the order of 1024 W/cm2 at the Extreme Light
Infrastructure (ELI) [18]. Electrons interacting directly with lasers in such high intensities
can be accelerated to ultra-high energies within a fraction of the laser period and emit
a relatively large amount of electromagnetic radiation. During such interaction, nonlinear
effects like radiation reaction due to huge acceleration come into play [19]. Radiation reaction
arises from the interaction between the electromagnetic fields and the oscillating electrons.
Another important phenomenon likely occurs under high intensities is the production of
electron-positron (e−e+) pairs from the vacuum and the showers of charged particles [20];
and these showers produced by repeated emission of hard photons and pair creation by
hard photons. Threshold field strength for such a phenomenon to occur is given by Julian
Schwinger [21] Es = m
2 c3/e~ ≈ 1.3×1018 V/m, where, ~ is the reduced Planck constant, m
is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, and c is the speed of light. As to the laser-plasma
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wakefield accelerator, the transverse field is relatively weaker than the Schwinger field. As
oscillation accompanies the electron acceleration, the electrons radiate electromagnetic fields
in the forward direction. The radiation spectrum of the ultra-relativistic electrons lies in
the X-ray to the gamma-ray range [22]. In the gamma-ray radiation regime, the integrated
radiation loss would be non-negligible compared to the typical energy gain by the electron
beam.
On the other hand, the electron beam driven plasma wakefield accelerators (PWFA)
have successfully demonstrated the energy doubling of the 42 GeV electron beam within
an 85 cm long plasma at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) [23]. The recent
experiments have also shown the energetic electron beam acceleration with low energy spread
and emittance achieved [24] and the positron acceleration in self-loaded plasma wakefield
regime [25] and in hollow plasma [26]. Therefore it is conceivable that a high energy collider
can be designed based on the PWFA scheme [27, 28]. However, it has to rely on the multiple
stage acceleration to boost the beam energy up to TeV level due to limited energy content
in today’s electron driver beams.
More recently, high energy proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration (PDPWA) has
been proposed to accelerate an electron bunch up to the energy frontier in a single stage
of plasma [29]. Due to the availability of high energy proton beams and their intrinsic
significant energy content, usually two to three orders of magnitude higher than that of
the existing energetic electron beams, a single stage PDPWA-based energy frontier collider
(e+e− collider or electron-proton (e-p) collider) can be realised using the existing CERN
accelerator complex, e.g. the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) or the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [30]. The current AWAKE experiment at CERN will hopefully tackle the fundamental
issues concerning the PDPWA-based collider design.
For the aforementioned high energy machines based on plasma accelerators, the energy
gain by the charged particle is close to TeV range, and the accelerating beam is inevitably
affected by the radiation loss. In this paper, the radiation reaction in the plasma-based
accelerators is investigated from the first principle. The energy-frontier TeV colliders based
on multiple staged laser-driven plasma wakefield accelerators and a single-staged proton-
driven plasma wakefield accelerator are studied in details. The paper is organised as follows.
Section II elaborates the theory of radiation reaction. Section III gives the radiation loss
by a test electron accelerating in a laser-driven multi-staged plasma accelerator. Section IV
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presents the radiation loss by the charged particles while accelerating in the proton-driven
single staged plasma accelerator, with the SPS and the LHC beam as the driver respectively.
The conclusions are summarised in Section V.
II. RADIATION DAMPING
To calculate radiation reaction self-consistently, one should solve the so-called Lorentz-
Abraham-Dirac (LAD) equation [19]. This equation has some technical inconsistencies. For
instance, the run away solution in which an electron experiences an exponentially diverging
acceleration even in the absence of an external field, violates the causality principle. Typical
time scales underneath this methodology are negligible, e.g., for electron, 10−23s. This time
scale is usually insignificant, but recent advances in the high-power and ultra-intense laser
technology have raised much interest to look at it [31]. Although these problems do not
exist in the classical electrodynamics, the radiation can be treated in classical approach if
QED parameter X =
√
(mcγ ~E + ~p× ~H)2 − (~p · ~E)2/(mcEs) ' γF⊥/(eEs) << 1, where F⊥
is the transverse force responsible for the oscillation of a charged particle, ~E is the electric
field, ~H is the magnetic field, ~p is the momentum, and γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor.
The radiation reaction of a charged particle can be considered as an additional force apart
from the Lorentz force. This force damps the particle energy and momentum during the
acceleration process, which leads to alteration of the electron trajectory from the predicted
one by the individual Lorentz force. According to Landau-Lifschitz [32], considering the
radiation reaction force, the equation of motion of the relativistic charged particle with
mass m and charge −e, in an electromagnetic field, is given by
γ
duµ
dt
=
cre
e
F µνuν +
2r2e
3mc
F µrad , (1)
where F µν is the electromagnetic field tensor, uµ is the 4-velocity of the charged particle,
re = e
2/mc2, F µrad = (e/re)(∂F
µν/∂xλ)uνu
λ−F µλFνλuν + (Fνλuλ)(F νmum)uµ, the first term
in the right hand side of Eq.(1) corresponds to the Lorentz force, and the last term is the
radiation reaction force. We normalize the variables as x → kpx, t → ωp t, ~v → ~v/c,
~p→ ~p/(mc), and φ→ φ/(mc2), where ωp = (4pie2n0/m) is the plasma frequency, n0 is the
background plasma density, and kp = ωp/c.
When a Gaussian laser pulse propagates in an under-dense plasma, it expels electrons
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away from the high intensity regions and an ion cavity is created. Similarly, a charged-
particle beam can be employed to produce wakefields due to its space charge [33, 34]. In any
plasma-based accelerators, we can model the cavity as a sphere comprising uniform ions with
a radius of rb ' pi/kp. This value is different in a laser-driven case, where it is determined
by the relation rb kp ' 2√a0, where a0 ∼ 0.85 × 10−9
√
I[W/cm2]λ0[µm] is the normalized
laser energy, I is the laser intensity, and λ0 is the laser wavelength [35]. A phenomenological
model, where the electric field ~E = [(1 + vp)ξxˆ + ~r⊥]/4 and magnetic field ~B = [zyˆ − yzˆ]/4
are estimated within the bubble, is used by Kostyukov et al. [36]. Here vp is the bubble
velocity, ξ = x− vpt is the longitudinal co-moving coordinate, x is the propagation distance,
and r⊥ =
√
y2 + z2. Substituting the modeled electromagnetic fields into the Eq.(1), we
have the equations of motion for a trapped test electron as:
dξ
dt
=
p||
γ
− vp , (2a)
d~r⊥
dt
=
~p⊥
γ
, (2b)
dp||
dt
= −(1 + vp)ξ
4
+
~r⊥ · ~p⊥
4γ
− 2e
2ωp
3mc3
r2⊥γ
4
p|| , (2c)
d~p⊥
dt
= −γ + p||
γ
~r⊥
4
− 2e
2ωp
3mc3
r2⊥γ
4
~p⊥ , (2d)
where, p|| and p⊥ are the longitudinal and transverse components of momentum, respec-
tively. Equations (2a-2d) can be numerically solved if the fields are known. The strength
of radiation reaction of the electron depends on the electromagnetic fields, the transverse
amplitude of oscillations, and the electron energy. For a specific plasma and laser setup, the
larger the initial transverse field amplitude is, the greater the radiation damping would be.
III. MULTI-STAGED LASER WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR
The multi-staged laser-driven plasma wakefield accelerator has been proposed as a promis-
ing approach to achieve a TeV energy gain [37]. Recently at the BELLA centre, scientists
have demonstrated that a laser pulse can accelerate an electron beam and then couple it
to a second laser plasma accelerator to further amplify its energy gain [11]. In LWFA, the
energy gain is estimated based on the plasma density and driver strength. For a specific
plasma density, the field strength is defined as Ex = 96 ×
√
n0[cm−3] V/m, and the as-
sociated dephasing length is Ld=λpγ
2
g , where γg=ω0/ωp is the Lorentz factor defined with
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respect to laser frequency, ω0, and λp=2pi/kp. For a plasma density of n0=1.4 × 1017cm−3,
the corresponding field strength, Ex=33 GV/m and the dephasing length is close to a meter.
Therefore, according to the proposed method, one needs more than 30 stages to create a
TeV collider. Such gain in energy is subject to the radiation loss.
FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of a staged-LWFA with the accelerating phases within the bubbles.
In the experimental setup of this multi-staged accelerator, the plasma cells are inter-
connected by vacuum region. Each plasma cell is excited by an individual laser pulse at a
constant time gap. At the onset of the process, the first laser excites the plasma wave and
generates 33 GeV electron beam in a plasma cell of one dephasing length (Ld=1 meter).
Once the electron beam reaches the dephasing point, the second plasma cell is excited by
a new laser pulse and let the electron beam to place correctly at the accelerating phase.
This way one can multiply the energy gain. A field structure is modelled to investigate the
radiation loss by the accelerated charged particle in this multi-staged accelerator. The field
strength is modelled as ~E = (ηxˆ+~r⊥)/4, where, η = −rb{pi/2+arctan(cot(piξ/rb))}/pi. The
schematic diagram for the bubble structures and the corresponding field strengths are shown
in Fig. (1). In this model, the gap between the plasma cell and charge-coupling efficiency
are neglected.
We solve the Eqs.(2) to evaluate the energy gain and the corresponding radiation loss
for a test electron placed at the rear of the bubble. The initial parameters (at t=0) are,
n0 = 1.4×1017 cm−3, r⊥(0)=0.1/kp (∼1.3µm), p||(0)=γg, p⊥(0)=p||(0)×∆θ0, where ∆θ0=1
mrad. The results are presented in Fig.(2) as trajectory (a), energy gain (b), radiation loss
(c), and QED parameter (d), in up to five plasma stages. The energy gain for each stage
is close to 30 GeV. The radiation loss over the five stage is nearly 90 MeV. To investigate
further, energy gain with respect to various stages (2e) and radiation loss as the function
of the stage number and initial transverse positions (2f) are shown. The radiation loss is
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nearly 5% of the TeV energy gain over the entire plasma cells comprising of 38 stages.
FIG. 2. A test electron accelerated in a multi-staged laser-driven plasma. The ambient plasma
density is 1.4 × 1017cm−3 and the corresponding plasma skin depth is 1/kp=12.6µm. For fig-
ures (a-d) the number of plasma stages is five. The initial parameters are: Transverse offset
r⊥(0)=0.1/kp(∼ 1.3µm), p||(0)=γg, p⊥(0)=p||(0) ×∆θ0, where ∆θ0=1mrad. The results are, os-
cillation amplitude (a), energy gain (b), radiation loss (c), and the QED parameter (d). Figures
(e-f) depict the relation between the energy gain and the stage number, and the radiation loss with
respect to the initial offset and the stage number.
IV. PROTON-DRIVEN PLASMA WAKEFIELD ACCELERATION
Hundreds of GeV or even TeV proton beams can potentially drive plasma wakefields
over longer distances. However, currently available proton bunches are quite long. For
instance, the SPS beam is approximately 12 cm, which is 100 times larger than the plasma
wavelength associated with the plasma density of 4× 1014 cm−3; therefore it hardly excites
plasma wakefields. Thanks to self-modulation instability (SMI) [38], this lengthy proton
beam can be transversely modulated and chopped into a train of equidistant micro bunches
with the distance following the plasma wavelength. As a result, these short bunches can
resonantly drive stronger plasma waves.
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A. SPS Proton-Driven Accelerator at CERN
After various theoretical investigations, an experiment so-called AWAKE (Advanced
Wakefield Experiment at CERN) has been proposed to exploit existing SPS proton beam at
CERN [39] for the plasma wakefield study, which is a proof-of-principle experiment aiming
to attain energy frontier charged particles [29, 40, 41]. Theories predict that when a 400
GeV proton beam propagates into the plasma, it can excite wakefields with the strength of
≈ 1 GV/m [42]. In the linear regime, the phase velocity of the plasma wave is smaller
FIG. 3. A test particle is accelerated in a proton-driven plasma wave. The plasma density is
4 × 1014cm−3, the corresponding plasma skin depth is 1/kp ∼ 254µm, and the energy of the
proton driver is 400 GeV. The initial parameters of the test particle are r⊥(0)=0.02/kp (∼ 5µm),
p||(0)=2000, p⊥(0)=p||(0) × ∆θ0, where ∆θ0=1 mrad. The results are oscillation amplitude (a),
energy gain (b), QED parameter (c), and the corresponding radiation loss (d).
in comparison with the proton beam but becomes comparable when it comes to the non-
linear regime [43]. Considering the nonlinear bubble, we can solve the Eqs.(2) to estimate
the evolution of the energy gain and the corresponding radiation loss for a test electron
with an initial energy of 1 GeV (the witness electron beam is relativistic so as to catch the
wakefield driven by proton bunch). The parameters for the test electron are, n0=4 × 1014
cm−3, r⊥(0)=0.02/kp (∼5µm), p||(0)=2000, p⊥(0)=p||(0) × ∆θ0, where ∆θ0=1 mrad. The
test electron initially placed at the rear of the bubble. The results are shown in Fig.(3).
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FIG. 4. A test particle is accelerated in a plasma wave driven by various energetic proton beams
(300 GeV, 400 GeV, 500 GeV). The values of initial transverse positions are: 0.2/kp (∼50µm),
0.4/kp (∼100µm), and 0.6/kp (∼150µm), respectively. The energy gains (a), corresponding radi-
ation losses (b), and loss percentages (c) are given.
Figure (3a) shows the trajectory of the test electron along with a partially magnified inset
to elucidate its oscillatory nature. Figure (3b) shows the corresponding energy gain. Fig-
ure (3c) illustrates the QED parameter, which is negligible. It thus confirms the inclusion
of the radiation reaction force in the equations of motion is reasonable. Fig.(3d) shows the
radiation loss, which is less than 0.02% of the energy gain.
According to Kustyukov et al. [44], the radiation loss of an electron per unit distance
can be estimated as 1.5 × 10−45{n0)[cm−3] r0[µm] γ}2 MeV/cm, where r0 is the oscillation
amplitude, and γ is the energy gain of an electron. Substituting the corresponding values in
the case of Fig.(3), it gives the radiation loss of nearly 48 MeV over a 240 m long plasma,
which is comparable to the numerical value (ref. Fig. (3d)). Initially different transverse
offsets (r(0)kp=0.2, 0.4, 0.6) of the test electron are calculated for cases of various proton
beam Lorentz factors (γpr=300, 400, 500), and the results are depicted in Fig. (4). It
indicates that the larger the initial offset, the greater the damping force acting on the test
electron. For the close to on-axis electrons, i.e., when r0  c/ωp for a plasma density of
4 × 1014 cm−3, the radiation reaction is negligible compared to the energy gain (ref. Fig.
3d). However, for off-axis electrons, such radiation reaction force is observable, as shown in
Fig. (4c). Also, the off-axis electrons degrade the entire beam quality and are not suitable
for applications.
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B. LHC Beam-Driven e−e+ Linear Collider
A recently proposed multi-TeV e−e+ linear collider based on the same plasma wakefield
mechanism, but the energy of the proton driver is much higher than the SPS proton beam.
According to the theoretical calculation [30], the collider designed has a centre-of-mass
energy of 2 TeV, and e+ and e− beams carry an energy of 1 TeV each. Theoretically, a TeV-
range proton driver, driving in an ambient plasma density of 1014cm−3, is a necessity to
attain a TeV-range witness beam. Also, two drivers are required for accelerating e+ and e−
separately. The setup of this TeV collider can conceptualise as follows. Two proton beams,
extracted from the LHC beamlines, are located at the opposite ends of a straight tunnel
[30]. They excite plasma waves in two sufficiently long plasma cells for the high energy
acceleration of the witness beams (e− and e+). The accelerated beams are then transported
and focused at the interaction point, which is located in the centre of the assigned straight
line.
FIG. 5. A test particle is accelerated in a proton-driven plasma wave. The ambient plasma density
is 4× 1014cm−3 and the energy of the proton driver is 1 TeV (LHC). The initial parameters of the
test particle are r⊥(0) = 0.02/kp (∼ 5µm), p||(0) = 2000, p⊥(0) = p||(0) × ∆θ0, where ∆θ0 =1
mrad. The results shown are oscillation amplitude (a), energy gain (b), QED parameter (c), and
the corresponding radiation loss (d).
In a proton-driven plasma accelerator, a 1 TeV driver results in a dephasing length of
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FIG. 6. A test particle is accelerated in a plasma wave driven by various energetic proton beams
(700 . . . 1000 GeV). The values of initially different transverse positions are: 0.2/kp (=50µm),
0.4/kp (=100µm), and 0.6/kp (=150µm). The energy gains (a), corresponding radiation losses
(b), and the loss percentages (c) are given.
nearly 1.5 km in an ambient plasma density of 4 × 1014cm−3. Given a field gradient of 1
GV/m, the energy gain of a witness beam would be around 1.5 TeV. Now the question is,
what is the damping loss before the collision of beams? The amount of radiation loss can
be estimated by the numerical calculation of Eqs. 2(a-d), similar to the case with a lower
energy proton beam. The initial parameters are: n0 = 4 × 1014 cm−3, r⊥(0) = 0.02/kp
(∼5µm), p||(0) = 2000, p⊥(0) = p||(0) ×∆θ0, where ∆θ0 = 1mrad. The results are shown
in Fig.(5). According to Kustyukov et al. [44], the following values, r0=2.5µm, 1800 GeV,
and n0 = 4× 1014 cm−3, the radiation loss is nearly 3 GeV for a 1600 m long plasma. This
is comparable to the numerical value (ref. Fig. (5d)). The radiation loss is nearly 0.2% of
the energy gain.
To understand the dependence of the radiation damping on the amplitude of transverse
oscillations, initially different transverse positions (r(0)kp=0.2 , 0.4 , 0.6) are used. Proton
beams with different energies (700 . . . 1000 GeV) are used to drive the plasma waves. The
results are shown in Fig. (6). It implies that the larger the initial transverse position, the
greater the damping loss of the test electron. For the close to on-axis electrons, i.e., when
r0  c/ωp for a plasma density of 4 × 1014 cm−3, the radiation loss is essentially small
compared to the energy gain (ref. Fig. 5d). However, for the off-axis electrons, the radiation
reaction loss is relatively appreciable (see Fig. 6c).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have numerically examined the radiation reaction of a charged particle
accelerated by a laser-driven multi-stage plasma wakefield accelerator and proton-driven
single-stage plasma wakefield accelerator. We have found that the radiation loss is not
negligible in both cases. In the case of multi-stage laser-driven plasma accelerator, the
radiation loss is close to 5% of the TeV energy gain for electron close to the axis with an initial
transverse offset r0 ≤ 10µm. In the case of the SPS proton beam as a driver, the radiation
reaction is negligible for close to on-axial electrons accelerated up to the dephasing length.
However, for the e−e+ collider case, the radiation reaction is appreciable even if electrons are
injected close to on-axis. When the initial transverse displacement of the charged particle is
higher but less than the plasma skin depth, the loss due to the radiation reaction increases.
This loss of the accelerated electron can be up to 10% for the collider case with an initial
transverse offset r0 ≥ 150µm. For the off-axis electrons, apart from substantial radiation
loss, the beam quality is also not acceptable for the future applications. Therefore, close to
on-axis electron injection is preferred for any future high-energy plasma-based accelerators.
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